What do you need from your ICT storage?
Offices and classrooms across the world are increasingly dependent on technology like tablets,
netbooks and laptops in their day-to-day work. But where do they keep it all?
If you’re searching for a way to keep your tech safe there are plenty of storage solutions out there,
but it’s important you choose the right one for you. The best storage solutions should always be…

Strong

Safe & secure

Practical

Your ICT storage could be holding anything from 16 tablets to 32
laptops, and that’s a pretty big load to bear. Reinforced frames
and extra-strong castors spread the weight of your devices and
ensure storage won’t collapse under the strain.

Your storage should keep your technology secure, so a lockable,
safety-tested unit is essential. Look out for concealed door
releases, which protect devices from children, and detachable
IEC power cables that will help prevent any nasty trips.

Storage should fit into a busy environment. Removable baskets
make it easier to get to your devices, and cable management
systems are a must if you want to avoid straggly cable spaghetti.
Look out for rounded corners and shock-absorbing bumpers to
keep walls (and your team) safe.

Programmable

Mobile

Universal

Programmable charging technology will let you set charging
schedules in advance. That means your unit will boot up and
charge your devices automatically, saving you the trouble of
remembering. Look out for simultaneous charging, too, which
will charge all your devices together.

It’s likely that you’ll eventually want to move your storage to a
different part of the office. If it’s huge and immobile you might
find yourself a little stuck, so look for durable castors and
compact design. If you need to use devices on the move then
there are even portable options you can choose from.

Make sure your technology will be compatible with your storage
by finding a solution that uses USB charging ports. USB charging
is universal, so whether your devices are years old or hot off the
market, you’ll still be able to plug in and charge. In other words,
you’ll be future-proof.

Ready to go

Protected

Delivered fast,
worldwide

No one wants to spend hours assembling something; it’s always
better if it arrives ready to go. Be sure to check your chosen
storage solution arrives fully assembled with easy to follow
instructions, or you might find delivery more frustrating
than exciting.

And this time, we don’t mean in terms of durability. You want to
feel reassured that, should anything go wrong with your storage,
you’ll be covered. Make sure the product has at least a year’s

Not every company will be able to deliver anywhere in the world,
and you might have to wait a while even if they do. Doublecheck the delivery options and speeds before your order, or you

warranty – two years’ warranty would be much better.

might not see it for some time.

It’s no coincidence that every LapCabby displays these useful features – and much more besides. Choose from the TabCabby, LapCabby Mini,
LapCabby, DeskCabby and GoCabby (as well as a few other gadgets) to find the perfect storage solution for your space.

